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Issue 59 May 2022

Message from the President Upcoming Club and Alumni Events

This is my final message as Presi-
dent. Constrained by Covid, EDUCT 
has never had a tougher time.  A 
new President will take over at 
the end of May, and hopefully we 
will be able to return to in-person 
meetings while also taking advan-
tage of the benefits of meeting on 
line.

Despite Covid, since my last mes-
sage in January we have had some 
excellent meetings.  Our Burns 
night enjoyed great participation, 
including a number of people from 
outside the Toronto area.  We then 
had a very stimulating discussion 
on the role of the architect, led 
by Anna Voineskos and a team of 
member contributors.  We finished 
with an absorbing talk from Da-
vid McClay on the our University’s 
collections.  Next time I am in Ed-
inburgh I am definitely going for a 
tour.  Looking ahead, the Board is 
working on filling those gaps in the 
calendar of events shown on this 
page.  We have some exciting pros-
pects, but please do not hesitate to 
put forward any ideas.

Thank you all for continuing to 
support EDUCT and, if you have 
not yet renewed your membership, 
please do (see p. 28 for details).  
All the best for the summer; I look 
forward to seeing you in the Fall. 
Keep safe! 

Graham Ferguson

The Newsletter of the Edinburgh University Club of Toronto [EDUCT]

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID:  Current plans are that we will have our 
first event of the new academic year this autumn as an in-person 
event.  However, given the history of waves of new variants of Covid 
and the ever-changing government constraints on public gatherings, 
we will decide how to stage each event about six weeks prior to 
that event.  We shall retain the online format for a few events each 
year, given the ease of access this offers to those members living far 
from Toronto.  As we go to press we are waiting to hear about two 
exciting events that could launch the new season.  Hence the gap in 
the programme.

 

Annual General Meeting 

When:  Sunday, 29 May 2022, at 1:00 pm.

Where:  On Zoom.   

Details:  There is no charge for the AGM. 

Info:  Graham Ferguson, graham@ppdeng.com   905-880-0153 or 
416-605-7074

EDUCT Wine Tasting                                     

When:  Thursday, 1 December, 2022, 7:00 pm.

Where:  TBA, central Toronto.  

Details:  We will taste wines and enjoy cheeses to complement the 
wines.  More details later.  

Cost:  TBA. 

Info:  Paul Bradley,   pauljfrbradley@gmail.com  416-464-9771

The 2023 Burns Nightcap                            

When:   Thursday, 19 January 2023, 6:30 pm to 10:00 pm (6 days 
before Burns). 

Where:  The Duke of Kent, on Yonge Street, east side, at 
Roehampton Avenue, just north of Eglinton Avenue East.  Parking 
underground across Yonge, or surface lot on Roehampton.

Details:   All are part of the entertainment. 

Cost:  TBA

Info:   Sarah Tulley,  sarahetulley@gmail.com  416-476-9575

MEMBERSHIP FEES:
Membership fees for 2022 were due in January.  

If you have not yet renewed, please see page 28 for details.
We now take INTERAC e-transfers.

mailto:pauljfrbradley@gmail.com
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The Edinburgh Earth Initiative and Climate Change

When:  Sunday, 26 February 2023, 12:00 Noon. 

Where:  On Zoom.

Details:  Dr. Jamie Cross, Director of the Edinburgh Earth Initiative 
(EEI) will introduce us to the recently-established EEI: its origins, 
its mission, plan and programme of work as it draws upon the 
University’s extensive resources to provide an interdisciplinary 
contribution to tackling climate change.  The EEI is collaborating 
with governmental, non-governmental and corporate partners 
worldwide to move from research to action.  

Cost:  $5 for members and guests.

Info:  Simon Miles, simon-miles@sympatico.ca  416-466-8793

EDUCT’s Burns Night: Virtual and Virtuous 

by Simon Miles

Our eighteenth Burns Night, on 20 January, on Zoom, went 
remarkably well.  Of course, we missed the warm up at the bar and 
the increasingly raucous din of our celebrants.  And to underscore 
what we were missing, our President, Graham Ferguson, let drop 
that he would be celebrating Burns Night in the UK in the next week, 
at the London-Scottish Rugby Club, in a setting that would be a 
world away from Zoom.  But, to make us feel somewhat virtuous, 
Ian Duncan wryly noted that at least we could drink as much as we 
liked and know we were going to get to bed safely that night.  This 
was just as well since almost every presenter offered a toast to 
Burns, or lassies, or laddies, or even a haggis.

Our MC for the evening, Paul Bradley, once again demonstrated 
his ability to master the technology that kept us on the same 
wavelength.  Our very first performer, the Rev. Nola Crewe, who was 
to have delivered the Selkirk Grace, suddenly disappeared from the 
radar.  But her ever-resourceful daughter, Victoria Crewe-Nelson, 
came in as the back up and, against a backdrop of a wall full of 
bottles, gave us the go-ahead to enjoy ourselves.  

And so we did!  Michael Weinberger, addressed the haggis with an 

Tell us your news

EDUCT News is always looking for interesting alumni stories 
and news.

We are happy to hear about what’s new with you! Whether 
you have just returned from an interesting trip or have a 
memory you wish to share with your fellow EDUCT Members, 
we would love to hear from you. If you have something you 
would like to share, please contact the EDUCT News Editor, 
Simon Miles at simon-miles@sympatico.ca.

mailto:simon-miles@sympatico.ca
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on the night of the dismissal.  It was another winner!

Graham Ferguson then entertained us with some songs while playing 
his guitar.  This year we were treated to: Ye Jacobites by Name; Call 
the Yawes, about a shepherdess and her shepherd lad; and, Aye 
Fond Kiss, on Burns’ relationship with Agnes Macklinhose.  

A bevy of poems followed.  Normally, at a live Burns Night, by this 
stage in the evening, the celebration takes on the tempo of a ceilidh, 
and performers appear spontaneously from the audience.  However, 
given the virtuous nature of our virtual setting, this year’s organizer, 
your Editor, did not want to leave the programme to chance and had 
five volunteers lined up.  

Kim Bradley led us off with her rendition of John Anderson.  She 
gave us some helpful clues by telling us the meaning of certain key 
words to listen for.  Jim Armstrong provided us with To a Mouse, 
which Jim likes because it speaks to Burns’ compassion for all 
creatures.  Helen Lam, with a backdrop of the Highlands behind her, 
gave a forceful delivery of A Man’s a Man for A’ That.  Bill Campbell 
told us that, as an avid rugby player, he had searched for a poem 
with a link to sports, but to no avail.  So he opted for My Heart is in 
the Highlands.  He said that when he is at his cottage in the upper 
Ottawa Valley, he is reminded of the Scottish Highlands.  And when 
he is in the Scottish Highlands, yes, he thinks of his cottage in the 
Ottawa Valley.  Victoria Belton closed off this part of the evening 
with Red, Red Rose, which she finds particularly attractive for its 
melody and lyrics.

Graham then wound up the evening with a further playing of his 
pipes - this time his small pipes - and took us out with a singing of 
Auld Lang Syne.

Everyone seemed to have enjoyed the evening so much that it 
was hard to get many to leave Zoom!  And that at a time of Zoom 
fatigue!

 

enthusiasm that would make 
any haggis blush.  His accent, 
truly impressive for a young 
lad from London, Ontario, 
really called for sub-titles, but, 
aided by his Italian-style arm 
waving, it was possible to get 
the drift.  Watching him closely 
was his friend Brianna, playing 
the part of Poosie Nansie, but 
probably more concerned about 
his tendency to wipe his haggis-
stabbing knife on the sleeve of 
what had initially been a very 
smart jacket.

Fionna Ferguson, as befits a 
teacher, provided us with a most 
informative Immortal Memory.  
There was a lot to learn about 
the Bard.  Did you know that, in 
his time, he was known as the 
People’s Poet in Russia?

Grant Buchan-Terrell proposed 
the Toast to the Lassies with 
a wide-ranging argument that 
took us to Hollywood’s “The Man 
Who Loved Women” and other 
movies.  

The Reply to the Toast to the 
Lassies was offered by Victoria 
Crewe-Nelson.  It was a very 
clever rundown of some of the 
Bard’s many shortcomings as 
seen through modern eyes.  

We then were treated to what 
all old-timers at our Burns 
Night anticipated would be a 
star performance: Ian Duncan 
reciting Holy Willie’s Prayer.  
Ian was suitably dressed for 
the occasion in a long white 
nightshirt and nightcap.  A 
flaming candle was to hand, 
as was a bottle of Scotch.  Ian 
regards the piece as Burns’ 
best satirical poem.  The central 
character, in real life, was Willie 
Fisher, an elder of the church 
in Mauchline, in Ayreshire.  It 
seems that Willie had verbally 
attacked a friend of Burns called 
Gavin Hamilton, accusing him of 
travelling on the Sabbath, and 
not reading his bible.  However, 
after investigation by the church, 
these charges were dismissed.  
The poem imagines a vexatious 
Willie Fisher saying his prayers 

Burns 2021: our participants
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Why Hire An Architect

by Simon Miles

Buying a house is always a big 
decision.  Deciding whether to 
renovate, or to knock down one’s 
house and rebuild, are similarly 
nerve-wracking.  And then one 
can always consider buying a 
meadow and designing one’s 
dream home!  On 27 February 
EDUCT members and guests 
had a fascinating discussion, on 
Zoom, on the merits of hiring an 
architect when contemplating 
such decisions, and the options 
one has for calling on the 
services of an engineer, or an 
architectural technologist, or, 
with renovations, doing it all 
yourself.  We had six speakers 
contributing a wealth of 
knowledge to give us plenty to 
contemplate.

Anna Voineskos, our lead 
speaker, is a professional 
architect.  Anna graduated from 
the University of Edinburgh in 
1970.  She has worked with 
some of the best architects 
in the world, including, for 
example, Sir Robert Matthew, 
who, in addition to having a 
prominent architectural practice 
in the UK, was the Head of the 
Department of Architecture 
at Edinburgh when Anna was 
studying there.  And shortly after 
graduating Anna was working 
in the office of the world-
renowned Marcel Breuer in New 
York.  It was hardly surprising 
that, shortly after she and her 
husband George immigrated to 
Canada, she was being employed 
by some of the leading architects 
in Canada.  Over time, after 
Anna had won several awards 
for her designs and established 
her reputation, she set up her 
own practice.  She has worked 
on a wide variety of assignments 
over her career. They range from 
major mixed-use developments, 
to commercial and retail 
developments, schools, smaller 
residential buildings, individual 
office buildings and private 

residences.  

Anna gave us a clear and well-paced introduction to the training 
of architects, what one should expect to receive from them, and 
when to call upon them.  She also gave us a balanced overview of 
the training and competences of architectural technologists and of 
engineers.

We were taken through the five main stages of an architect’s work: 
conceptual design; detail design development and zoning approvals; 
working drawings; obtaining the building permit; and, site visits and 
field review reports during construction.

Anna advised us that we should expect to call upon an architect in 
the majority of the many varied situations involving some form of 
building or renovation.  Architects should be able to offer you, the 
client, a comprehensive knowledge of the design and construction 
process, and a sound appreciation of the technical expertise of other 
professionals whom one is likely to draw upon.  They will also serve 
as your point of contact and be responsible for reviewing the work of 
the contractors and sub-contractors.

Anna recognized and acknowledged that engineers can play a similar 
role.  However, they will likely call upon an architect for much of 
the planning information, just as architects call upon engineers 
for design and construction information.  She saw the work of 
the architect and the engineer as mutually complementary.  Both 
engineers and architects have legal and ethical responsibilities 
to the client and the public, and both deal with insurance claims.  
However, the two are distinct professions and this is reflected in the 

Anna Voineskos

Follow us!

Did you know that EDUCT is on Facebook and Twitter? Stay up 
to date with EDUCT events and news at: 

www.facebook.com/EDUCToronto 

@EDUCT1

http://www.facebook.com/EDUCToronto
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differences in the education they 
receive.  Anna saw the education 
of the architect as somewhat 
broader than that of the engineer 
in that she had to take courses 
in fine art and sociology as part 
of her degree.  At the same 
time, she had received extensive 
exposure to engineering such 
that, as an architect, she would 
be able to coordinate the work 
of structural, mechanical and 
electrical engineers.  Graham 
Ferguson, who graduated as a 
civil engineer from Edinburgh a 
few years after Anna, in 1975, 
described how, when he was 
studying engineering, some 
of his first year courses were 
shared with architects but, as 
a challenge for the students, 
the engineers were expected to 
tackle projects calling upon one’s 
creativity, while the architectural 
students had to take on 
structural challenges. 

We were also introduced to the 
architectural technologist, who 
has considerable training in 
producing architectural drawings 
and, once licensed and in 
possession of a Building Code 
Identification Number (BCIN), 
is able to sign off on his or her 
drawings.  However, there are 
clear limits to the size and type 
of the buildings they are able to 
design.

Anna spent considerable time 
on the changes being brought 
to the construction business 
as a result of climate change.  
She cautioned that, since 
the Government of Canada is 
working on regulations that 
will require that all houses 
(even existing housing stock) 
satisfy net zero greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2050, and that 
new houses do this by 2030, it is 
advisable that anyone thinking of 
building or renovating from now 
on should make sure they have 
professionals who are able to 
advise on what this calls for. 

Anna gave us two examples of 
innovative building renovations 
and designs that have led to net-
zero or near net-zero buildings.  

One was the Ken Soble Tower, a large net-zero building in Hamilton, 
renovated by ERA Architects (incidentally, a firm started by another 
EDUCT member, Edwin Rowse).  The other was a small single-family 
house in Toronto designed by Solares Architects.  This has reduced 
energy consumption by 90 per cent.  

Net zero is a demanding target.  It means that one’s house has to 
produce as much energy as it consumes.  Anna wound up her talk 
by introducing us to some of the more important features of such 
a house and suggesting six principles to observe in such a design.  
They are: 

1. the massing and orientation … e.g., to take advantage of 
passive solar heating in the winter and shade from an overhang 
or trees in summer.

2. the use of the highest performing insulation available.

3. the creation of an airtight envelope.

4. the use of energy-saving, triple-glazed windows.

5. the use of a heat recovery pump to achieve a balanced 
ventilation.

6. the avoidance of thermal bridging – i.e., the unwanted loss 
of heat through the walls of a heated building or heat gain of 
a cooled building that occur due to: gaps at junctions between 
walls and ceilings; concrete or steel balconies projecting directly 
from interior floors; roof extensions; and, dowels and anchor 
bolts penetrating insulation.

Anna was followed by five panelists, each of whom drew upon their 
particular experiences relating to their homes.

Fiona Tompkinson bought a semi-detached house in north Toronto 
in 2008.  It was constructed in the 1920s on a generous-sized lot.  
High gas and electricity bills, a low ceiling in the basement and 
ponding in the back yard were early problems.  A growing family 
added pressure to consider moving.  Instead, they decided to 
upgrade their property with what amounted to a major rebuilding 
of the entire structure.  They knew a trustworthy architect and 
initially went for an ambitious design that called for the granting 
of significant variances from 
the City’s Committee of 
Adjustment.  The Committee 
judged the design was too 
aggressive and so they decided 
to go for a design that could be 
achieved within the envelope 
dictated by the current zoning 
and by-laws.  

The result is a highly creative 
design that has expanded 
the floor area from 1,800 
sq.ft. to 2,400 sq. ft., and 
has provided an 8 ft. ceiling 
in the basement, and lots 
of light from huge windows 
and skylights that gives one 
a sense of an even greater 
space.  A large cantilever over 
the side yard makes for a very 
extensive second floor.  This Fiona Tompkinson
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taking place in the area, if they were to maximize the return on the 
investment at the time of sale, they should add three bedrooms 
and two bathrooms upstairs.  Although they did not need this much 
additional space, they recognized the economic logic and asked the 
builder what such an addition would cost. 

The builder came back with a plan drawn up by an architectural 
technologist and a revised budget.  In their view, the plan did not 
quite work in terms of flow and staircases.  However, the whole 
project was put in jeopardy when the builder then announced that 
he was not comfortable building a second floor on the current 
foundations, which had been rendered somewhat questionable 
following an earlier lowering of the basement floor with insufficient 
underpinning of the foundations.  The builder proposed knocking 
the entire house down and starting again.  By retaining the existing 
garage and foregoing the idea of a new, attached garage with a 
room above, they were able to make the budget work.  And the 
plans for the new house, drawn up by the same architectural 
technologist, had the apparent attraction of being buildable without 
having to go to the Committee of Adjustment and incurring further 
delays.  

In hindsight, Alan sees this as the point at which they should 
have hired a professional architect to provide alternatives.  But, 
understandably, they were drawn into the continuing negotiations 
with the builder.  The demolition took place and they moved into the 
new house 20 years ago.  Overall, it works.

However, lessons for others are several.  An architect would have 
helped them get the most out of the lot by going to the Committee 
of Adjustment for reasonable variances.  In Alan’s view, zoning 
controls are treated as ‘guidelines for idiots’ and one is foolish not to 
recognize that if one wants to maximize one’s return on investment 
at the time of sale.  By building somewhat bigger, they could have 
had a sunroom.  And an architect may have given them a timeless 
design rather than the one which looks a bit dated compared to the 
new re-builds in the neighbourhood.  They would likely have been 
led to think through the energy consumption and the soundproofing.  
Alan noted that they have a lovely pond in the garden, but they also 
have the not-so-lovely sound of 
running water when the upstairs 
laundry is being used!   Alan 
admits that he does not know 
what the cost implications would 
have been if they had hired 
an architect, but senses that it 
would have led to an even more 
enjoyable living space.

Dana O’Born and her husband 
bought their first house just 
before the pandemic hit in 
early 2020.  The basement 
had an apartment in it, which 
supposedly would bring in some 
extra income to help pay for the 
mortgage.  But it was hardly 
habitable.  It needed renovating.  
They did not think about 
major structural changes, like 
underpinning the foundations.  It 
just had to be rendered livable.  

overhang at the side and the 
back of the house is substantial 
and provides sheltered outdoor 
space.  The placement of the 
windows creates elements of 
surprise and spectacular views.  
And those heating bills are now 
very low.

In short, Fiona is a strong 
proponent of hiring an architect.  
She is particularly pleased 
with the way the architect got 
around the requirement that the 
parking space has to be behind 
the front wall of the house.  
This requirement has tended to 
create a streetscape in which 
garage doors dominate.  The 
cantilevered second floor has 
enabled the parking space to be 
moved further back into the lot.

Alan Pearson, after listening 
to Anna, suggested, somewhat 
modestly perhaps, that his 
experience is an example of 
what not to do.  In 1996 he 
and his wife bought a 1950s 
bungalow in Etobicoke.  The 
location was ideal: backing onto 
a ravine, and ten minutes walk 
from the subway.  The house 
was small but they thought they 
could always build an upstairs 
addition with a master bedroom 
and en-suite bathroom.  A 
builder assured them he could 
build whatever they wanted.  
Then they talked with the real 
estate agent who had sold 
them the home and she advised 
that, given the changes already 

Alan Pearson  Dana O’Born  
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built two houses.

Graham’s first message is 
that an engineer does have 
the skills and competences 
to design and build a house.  
However, he recognizes that 
an architect can bring some 
vision to the design and 
contribute to making the 
building work better for the 
client.  More fundamentally, 
he cautions anyone about 
to get into building a house 
to recognize two facts of 
life: there are good, bad 
and mediocre architects and 
engineers out there, just as 
there are in any profession; and, none of them can be an expert at 
everything.  So whether you use an architect or an engineer, expect 
them to draw on others.  Thus one needs to find a professional 
who has a thorough understanding of the contributions of the other 
professions. 

Robin McLernon recently bought a renovated home in Leslieville.  
The house was built in the early 1900s and the renovation was 
completed about ten years ago, but not by the immediately 
previous owner.  As a busy professional, Robin needed a move-in 
ready house.  She had read the report on the house and inspected 
everything obvious very carefully.  Things like the H-vac worked.  
But of course one overlooks something.  Robin later discovered 
that the plumbing had not been well maintained.  And, worse, it 
incorporates European parts that are not easy to replace.  (Your 
Editor can vouch for this: six months to get a new faucet from 
Italy!)  And now she has discovered that whoever had built the deck 
on the flat roof of the rear extension had put nails through the roof.  
Other water problems are anticipated as she looks out on a frozen 
pond that has appeared in her back yard. 

Robin’s position is that she would be unlikely to go to an architect 
unless she is considering structural changes.  However, Anna 
did offer her some free advice about repairing that flat roof and 
reconstructing the deck to ensure that, not only would the roof be 
waterproof, but that it would be able to bear the load that one has 
to plan for if the deck is to accommodate parties, and that local 
building code requirements would be met.

A lively discussion took us well past our 
planned finishing time.  And at the end of the 
event Anna kindly offered to send all present 
a checklist of features to incorporate into the 
design and construction of a net zero energy 
home.  

EDUCT thanks Anna for her very informative 
talk and all five panelists for bringing their 
experiences, insights and advice to the table.

FOOTNOTE:  In mid-April, Anna drew my 
attention to an article by Chris Ballard, 
a former Ontario Minister of Housing, 
Environment and Climate Change, published 

In the first six months of the 
pandemic it was very hard to get 
anyone to undertake the work.  
Dana found she had to take the 
tough decision to fire the first 
contractors and then spend 
time keeping a close watch on 
their successors.  It all worked 
out well and now they are 
contemplating some structural 
changes that will give them more 
light and space.  Although they 
had not hired an architect for the 
basement renovation, they will 
likely hire one for the upcoming 
work.

Graham Ferguson brought us 
the perspective and experience 
of an engineer.  Graham 
graduated from Edinburgh with 
a degree in civil engineering in 
1975.  For much of his career 
he has run his own company 
and worked in many parts of 
the world.  The business is 
involved primarily in designing 
factories and Graham refers to 
the work as process engineering.  
Considerable emphasis is put on 
optimizing flows in production 
processes.  However, he and 
his wife, Fionna, have had 
experience in renovating and 
building their own homes.  
Although they have never 
employed an architect in this 
work, he credits Fionna with 
the ability to bring the creative 
element into their undertaking.  
The first home was an 1880s 
tenement in Edinburgh and 
the second a 1905 house.  He 
admits to having been a bit 
nervous when replacing a 
load-bearing wall with a rolled 
steel joist (RSJ).  Fionna’s 
father, a surveyor, drew up the 
specifications for that task.  
Later, three years before they 
decided to immigrate to Canada, 
they bought an acre of land 
in Lincolnshire and built their 
dream home.  Graham was able 
to construct the house with the 
help of two carpenters and a 
labourer.  It turned out to be 
a very good investment: they 
doubled their money in three 
years.  Since living in North 
America they have designed and 

Graham Ferguson 

Robin McLernon
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David McClay is 
the Philanthropy 
Manager of 
the Library 
and University 
Collections.  As 
such, he is one 
of the members 
of a small team 
dedicated to guiding 
the continuing 
expansion of 
the collections, 
the archiving of 
objects donated or 
purchased, their 
storage and display, 
the promotion of 
and management 
of access, and the 
raising of funds 
to make all this 
possible.  While 
the University 
does invest a 
lot of its own 
resources in these 
activities, fund-
raising campaigns 
are essential to enable the acquisition of rare objects and the 
assumption of certain initiatives.  David’s prime role within the team 
is the raising of those funds.  

To perform his task David has to be intimately familiar with the 
collections.  Indeed, he is just the person to provide the tour.  David 
is a graduate of our University, having a first degree in Scottish 
Historical Studies.  He also has post-graduate qualifications as an 
archivist from the University of Liverpool.  He has worked for the 
National Archives of Scotland and the National Library of Scotland 
where, among his other duties, he served as the inaugural curator 
of the newly acquired archives of John Murray, the famous publisher.  
This led to David producing his book ‘Dear Mr. Murray: Letters to a 
Gentleman Publisher’, which was featured in EDUCT News in May 
2019.

David joined the University staff initially to work in Donor 
Relations, before moving to his current post.  One of his landmark 
achievements, in which EDUCT played a very small role, was the 
heading of the successful campaign to raise close to £1 million to 
save the notebooks of Sir Charles Lyell, the famous geologist and 
geographer, from being exported from the UK.  

David’s talk gave us both an overview of the scale and reach of 
the collections and a good sense of the central importance of two 
of the current priorities for both enhancing the effectiveness of the 
collections for research, teaching and general education, and for his 

by Corporate Knights.  Ballard 
makes reference to the latest 
proposed update of the Canadian 
National Building Code, 
developed by the Government 
of Canada, that Anna had made 
reference to in her talk.  (The 
national code, which serves as a 
model for the provincial codes, 
is updated every five years.)  He 
regards it as an improvement on 
the previous code but it is not 
as ambitious as it could have 
been in getting Canada to net 
zero.  Although provinces do not 
have to meet the specifications 
in the Federal Government’s 
model code, a number of them 
adopt the updates as they are 
issued.  In March 2022, Ontario 
came up with its own proposed 
update, but sadly it is even less 
ambitious than the proposed 
new federal code in terms of 
energy efficiency and resilience.  
So, when you get into the details 
of the specifications for your 
insulation and other features 
of your renovation or rebuild 
that are designed to save 
you energy, you may want to 
consider measures that more 
than satisfy the new Ontario 
code.  The article is at https://
www.corporateknights.com/built-
environment/ontario-proposes-
cutting-energy-efficiency-new-
buildings/

David McClay Introduces 
EDUCT to the University’s 
Collections

by Simon Miles

On 3 April 2022 EDUCT was 
given a fascinating tour of the 
University’s collections.  Over 
the last 400 plus years, these 
collections have been growing 
ever larger in both the number 
of distinct collections and of 
archived objects.  As became 
evident in the question period, 
few of us, when students, knew 
of the collections, but all wished 
we had been introduced to them 
at that time.

David McClay

https://www.corporateknights.com/built-environment/ontario-proposes-cutting-energy-efficiency-new-buildings/
https://www.corporateknights.com/built-environment/ontario-proposes-cutting-energy-efficiency-new-buildings/
https://www.corporateknights.com/built-environment/ontario-proposes-cutting-energy-efficiency-new-buildings/
https://www.corporateknights.com/built-environment/ontario-proposes-cutting-energy-efficiency-new-buildings/
https://www.corporateknights.com/built-environment/ontario-proposes-cutting-energy-efficiency-new-buildings/
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task as a fund-raiser.  Those two 
priorities are: the digitization and 
digitalization of the collections; 
and, increasing student 
engagement.  

Since the two terms ‘digitization’ 
and ‘digitalization’ are used 
frequently in this article, they 
should be explained.  Digitization 
is the conversion of information, 
whether that information is 
in the form of an object, text, 
sound, image, voice, etc., into a 
single binary code.  In essence, 
the physical format is converted 
to a digital one.  Digitalization is 
the harnessing of the potential of 
digitization to actually improve 
business processes and business 
models.  For clarity, although 
it is not used here, the term 
‘digital transformation’ is used to 
describe the process of bringing 
about this change and also the 
result of the digitalization.   

The first collection to be acquired 
was of some 240 books donated 
by Clement Littill in 1580, in 
readiness for the founding of 
Tounis College in 1583.  (The 
University was also known as 
King James’ University in its 
early days.  The name ‘University 
of Edinburgh’ was formally 
adopted in 1685.)  To give us a 
sense of how the collections have 
expanded over the years, we 
were taken into the magnificent 
Playfair Library, in Old College.  
David described this as one of 
the great public spaces in the 
UK.  As you can see from the 
photo, that is hard to argue.  
As students, a good number 
of us, taking the collection of 
books for granted, had the 
opportunity to use this space 
as our everyday library.  That 
was before its collection had 
outgrown its storage facilities 
and the new library, designed by 
Sir Basil Spence, was erected in 
George Square.  We were also 
taken into some of the modern, 

temperature- and humidity-controlled storage facilities.  In all, today 
the University’s collections of books, manuscripts and other objects 
occupy some 40 km. of shelving.  

The library today is a collection of collections attracting some two 
million in-person visits a year, and many online visitors.  One of the 
more prestigious of those collections is the Adam Smith Library.  
Of the extensive collection of books known to have belonged to 
Smith, over half of these were donated to the University by his 
family.  Only fragments survive in other libraries scattered around 
the world; the remainder are lost or unidentified.  The collection is 
of particular interest in part because a large number of the volumes 
carry handwritten notes in the margins of pages.  It is not always 
easy to know whether these were, in fact, marginalia by Smith.  To 
try to build a link between the books in his library (i.e., works he was 
exposed to), the marginalia, and Smith’s own writings, the University 
is about to launch a project involving the use of artificial intelligence.  
To my mind, one might liken this to mapping the wealth of wisdom 
that Smith drew upon in writing his famous Wealth of Nations - 
properly titled An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth 
of Nations (1776).   

David introduced us to some of the other rare and extremely 
valuable items in the library.  The first of these is a pocket-sized 
Celtic psalter, or book of psalms, dating from the eleventh century 
and, as such, is the oldest Scottish book in existence.  It is in Latin 
script and very ornately decorated.  Its original owner was Margaret, 
Queen of Scotland.  Despite its age, it is in pristine condition.   

Another treasure is an Indian scroll which, while only a little over 

Playfair Library Hall, Old College
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to the University by the family.  The exhibition features scenes 
from around the University photographed when he was a student.  
David showed us three samples: a crowd of young, male students 
celebrating a victory in the Old College quadrangle after the election 
of a Rector; students in a smoke-filled Student Union; and, students 
in an anatomy lecture in 1958.  The last of these is remarkable 
simply because of the number of female students captured in the 
image.  The hope is that money raised through the exhibition will be 
sufficient to digitize the collection.

One collection that has already enjoyed extensive digitization is 
the collection of musical instruments housed in St. Cecilia’s Hall.  
This beautiful Georgian concert hall, built in 1763, was acquired 
by the University in 1959.  There are some 5,000 instruments in 
the collection, many of which are on display and most of which are 
playable.  They include a harpsichord from the sixteenth century 
which is in its original condition, and an ivory and brass tenor 

5” wide, is some 73’ long.  Its 
digital image has about 8.2 
billion pixels!  However, as one 
can appreciate, in digital form it 
becomes much easier to access.

One of the items already 
mentioned is the recently 
acquired collection of the 294 
Notebooks of Sir Charles Lyell.  
David highlighted one of the 
entries on Lyell’s visit to Niagara 
Falls and his observations on the 
forces at work in the evolution 
of the falls.  The notebooks are 
now being digitized and thought 
is being given as to how best to 
exhibit them.

As part of the outreach activities 
of the University Collections, 
David and his colleagues 
are constantly organizing 
exhibitions.  For example, 
from 1 July to 30 October this 
year, at the National Museum 
of Scotland, you can visit the 
exhibition “Anatomy: A Matter of 
Life and Death”.  This provides 
a history of anatomical study 
go back to Leonardo da Vinci’s 
explorations, and includes such 
infamous characters as Burke 
and Hare, who kept a Dr. Robert 
Knox well supplied with cadavers 
by murdering the poor and 
homeless. 

Another exhibition, which 
commences in May this year, in 
the Library on George Square, 
is of a selection of photographs 
of Robert Blomfield, who was a 
medical student at the University 
in late ‘Fifties and early ‘Sixties.  
He became well known for his 
ability to capture the mood 
of a scene from everyday 
life.  However, because he 
devoted his life to medicine, his 
photography became more of 
hobby and his vast collection of 
images has remained unseen in 
boxes held by the family.  The 
photographs in the exhibition are 
from a larger collection donated 

A page from the eleventh century Celtic Psalter. Ms.56
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now has one of the world’s largest online resources of musical 
instruments.  If you visit the online collection, you can hear some of 
the instruments being played.  For example, try the following links. 

St Cecilia’s Hall 1 and St Cecilia’s Hall 2

David also provided us with other examples of the digitalization 
of various collections to create online exhibitions on all manner of 
topics.  For example, a recent student-led exhibition, “Voices of 
Textiles”, conveyed how women have used the production of textiles 
to give voice to their views of society.  As David put it: the display 
was unraveling the personal and the political. 

While that exhibition illustrates very well how students are becoming 
more engaged in the collections, there are also a limited number of 
paid student placements that enable fortunate students, along with 
volunteers from the larger Edinburgh community, to work in the 
Centre for Research Collections (CRC) on such undertakings as the 
preservation of the aforementioned Charles Lyell notebooks, and the 
cataloguing of ancient manuscripts in ancient eastern languages.  In 
this latter instance, skilled students went on to present seminars on 
their work.  As David related to us, his own career is the outcome 
of his having had the opportunity to undertake project work as a 
student.  He would really like to enable the University to offer more 
paid student placements.

For links to various online exhibitions organized by the CRC, go to:

https://exhibitions.ed.ac.
uk/?msclkid=f4c97f15b4b911ecb1c9730ea0ddffcb

And for an overview and highlights of the University’s collections, go 

recorder, also made in the 
sixteenth century, and once 
owned by the Dukes of Baden, 
but now so fragile that the 
University had to reproduce 
it with 3D technology.  There 
is an active programme of 
performances in the Hall and 
much of the collection has been 
digitized.  

This collection of musical 
instruments also illustrates the 
benefits of the digitalization 
of a collection.  The University 

Anatomy lecture at the Medical School, 1958, by Robert 
Blomfield, © Robert Blomfield Photography 2022

The sixteenth century tenor 
recorder made by the Bassano 
family in either London or   
Venice

https://media.ed.ac.uk/channel/channelid/207186673?msclkid=1b6faaefb4b811eca97ba79df1a081a4
https://www.youtube.com/c/StCeciliasHall
https://exhibitions.ed.ac.uk/?msclkid=f4c97f15b4b911ecb1c9730ea0ddffcb
https://exhibitions.ed.ac.uk/?msclkid=f4c97f15b4b911ecb1c9730ea0ddffcb
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to its 
online directory. 

David’s talk was very well 
received by EDUCT members.  
The discussion that followed 
was wide-ranging and clearly 
demonstrated considerable 
interest in the work of David 
and his colleagues.  And, most 
encouragingly, David reported 
to me the next day that he had 
already received a donation in 
support of the digitization of the 
collections.

EDUCT thanks David for a most 
stimulating and informative talk.  
We had originally intended that 
he would be the after-dinner 
speaker at our Annual Dinner in 
2020.  Covid put paid to that, 
and to similar plans for 2021 and 
2022.  Finally, we had to resort 
to Zoom.  However, the medium 
worked well.  And to add suitable 
panache, David appeared in 
black tie!!  Yes, we do owe him 
a dinner!  In the meantime, 
do consider supporting the 
University’s efforts to digitize its 
collections and enhance student 
engagement.

Bilingualism Matters is 
Launched as a Social 
Enterprise

by Simon Miles

In October 2020 EDUCT 
members were treated to a 
fascinating talk by Antonella 
Sorace, Professor of Linguistics 
at the University of Edinburgh.  
We learned of the benefits of 
having a command of more 
than one language and were 
impressed with the variety of 
such benefits, ranging as they 
do from the obvious, such as 
enhanced ability to communicate 
and the ability to appreciate 
another person’s point of view, 
to the far less obvious, such as 

the enhancement of learning generally, and the likelihood of delaying 
the onset of dementia by as much as five years.  We learned of 
Antonella’s pioneering of the institutionalizing of research into the 
benefits of bilingualism, the enthusiasm with which her research 
and public engagement efforts had been met around the world, 
the establishment, in 2008, of Bilingualism Matters, initially an 
information centre which, in 2014, became a Centre for Research 
and Information, and the establishment of another 26 branches 
beyond this centre.  It was truly impressive.  

Sadly, shortly after she gave her talk, we also learned that budget 
constraints, exacerbated by the onset of COVID-19, had forced 
the University to cut the funding for the Centre quite dramatically.  
Remarkably, the ever-resourceful Antonella, in addition to continuing 
her role as Professor of Linguistics, had to spin on a dime and, 
together with her colleagues, come up with a way of saving the 
Centre in Edinburgh, which also acted as the headquarters for 
the international network of research centres.  Fortunately, the 
University is quite adept at creating spinoff enterprises that build 
businesses out of the application of the findings of faculty research 
to meet societal needs.  However, creating a non-profit social 
enterprise was fairly new terrain for the University.  With goodwill 
and commitment by all involved, by late 2021 Bilingualism Matters 
had metamorphosed into a freestanding non-profit social enterprise, 
headquartered in Edinburgh with 27 branches, including one at the 
University of Edinburgh, which is now known as Bilingualism Matters 
@ Edinburgh.  Three more branches are on the verge of being 
established formally.

On 30 March 2022, Antonella and her colleagues formally launched 
Bilingualism Matters as a social enterprise.  Not surprisingly, 
the event, which combined an in-person gathering in Edinburgh 
with participation from members of a global virtual network, was 
another impressive demonstration of Antonella’s leadership and 

Antonella Sorace (left) and Katarzyna Przybycien

https://collections.ed.ac.uk/directory?msclkid=1473d89eb4ba11ec923788d4e6e5d5da
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recognize that we should be giving more attention to shifting 
away from the crass profiteering from the provision of education 
to seeing it as a public good.  With respect to what we are being 
taught, it suggests that we need to move beyond the emphasis on 
‘categories’ to give more attention to the ‘connections’, such as we 
are introduced to in the study of ecology.  Similarly, with respect 
to the why of education, more attention needs to be devoted to 
its importance in building connections for personal and societal 
development.  

Other speakers made similarly intriguing observations.  Andrew 
Hill, of the Financial Times, spoke of the benefits to business of 
being bilingual.  A mother, who had established her own school to 
promote bilingual teaching, was able to demonstrate the value of 
that effort when we heard from her young, perfectly bilingual, and 
very articulate daughter.  An older lady spoke of the benefits she 
had experienced after learning Italian in her seventies.  A professor 
at the University of California, Irvine, outlined the plans she has 
to establish a branch of Bilingualism Matters to support minority 
language speakers in keeping their language alive while learning 
English.  And Tanja Rinker mentioned her recent preparations to 
teach Ukrainian refugees German.  A clear signal was sent that the 
benefits of being bilingual are many and varied.

You can learn more about Bilingualism Matters, its recent 
achievements, and its near-term plans, by visiting its web site    

commitment to institutionalize 
research into the benefits 
of bilingualism.  The newly 
created Bilingualism Matters 
exhibits a solid structure, with 
Antonella being joined by 
Prof. Dr. Tanja Rinker and Dr. 
Katarzyna Przybycien to serve 
as co-directors of the social 
enterprise.  Tanja is a professor 
at the Catholic University 
of Eichstatt – Ingolstadt, in 
Germany.  Katarzyna, who had 
previously managed the local 
and international activity of the 
BM Centre as a Research and 
Outreach Coordinator, is now the 
CEO of the social enterprise.  

Each of the 27 branches is a 
member of the network.  Apart 
from the mainly academic 
members hosting BM branches, 
the membership is also 
open to: nonprofit and profit 
organizations, which pay, 
including the joining fee, £200 
and £300 p.a. respectively; 
and professionals/individuals, 
who pay £40 or £60 for an 
annual subscription (including 
the joining fee) depending 
on whether their respective 
affiliation is with a nonprofit or 
profit organization.

At the launch ceremony 
participants heard from a wide 
variety of speakers on the 
contributions that Bilingualism 
Matters had already made 
to society since 2008.  For 
example, Noah Sobe, on staff at 
UNESCO, spoke of the invaluable 
contribution of Bilingualism 
Matters to a new UNESCO 
publication, “Reimagining 
Our Futures Together”.  This 
landmark report is designed 
to encourage governments, 
educational institutions and 
individuals to rethink the why, 
what and how of education 
today.  It encourages its readers 
to think about how education 
is delivered to us today and 

 Tanja Rinker
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www.bilingualism-matters.org

Members of EDUCT who would 
like to support the new not 
for profit social enterprise can 
do so by becoming a member.  
Although the new web site is 
still being built, details on how 
to join and options for paying 
your membership fee will be 
found there soon.  If you would 
prefer to support the social 
enterprise by making a one off 
or regular donation you can do 
that here: https://www.paypal.
com/donate/?hosted_button_
id=X7RFA7UY8FMSU

The enterprise does not yet 
have charity status, but news 
on that front is expected soon.  
If this status is acquired it will 
make donating attractive to UK-
domiciled taxpayers.  

While membership in 
Bilingualism Matters will not 
reward Canadian taxpayers with 
a charitable tax receipt, you can 
still donate to the University 
of Edinburgh, specifying that 
the donation is for Bilingualism 
Matters @ Edinburgh, the 
branch that remains part of the 
University of Edinburgh, and 
receive such a receipt for tax 
purposes that will be recognized 
by the Canada Revenue Agency.  
The four options for making such 
a donation were elaborated in 
EDUCT News of January 2021.  
If you need more help in this 
regard, contact me at  simon-
miles@sympatico.ca

EDUCT congratulates Antonella 
and her colleagues for having 
orchestrated this masterly 
transition and wishes everyone 
involved in the network the 
very best as they address 
the challenges that inevitably 
confront a new and growing 
social enterprise.

EDUCT Geography Centenary Fund: Bad and Good News 

by Simon Miles

First, the bad news.  As with the EDUCT Decennial Fund reported on 
below, we have to report that the EDUCT Geography Centenary Fund 
suffered a significant decline in value since we last reported.  As of 
31 March 2022, the total investment in the Fund stood at £116,199, 
which is down from the comparable figure of £124,276 for November 
2021.  The University attributes the decline in unit price to weakness 
in the economy, links to the rise in energy prices, and the war in 
Ukraine.

The good news is twofold.  Firstly, we are able to announce that 
there are two students who are receiving financial support for their 
doctoral studies in the 2021 - 2022 academic year.  They are Ms. 
Ashrika Sharma and Mr. Peter Rowe.   Ms. Sharma’s thesis has the 
working title of ‘Participatory Disaster Risk Reduction for Multi-
Hazard Decision Making in Nepal’.  The working title of Mr. Rowe’s 
thesis is ‘Faith in the Forest: Christianity and Conservation in Kenya’.  
Their research will be reported on in the September 2022 issue of 
EDUCT News.  

Support for Ashrika and Peter brings to nineteen the total number of 
students who have enjoyed support from the EGCF.

Secondly, following the cancellation of the 2020 J.Wreford Watson 
Lecture due to COVID-19, it is very gratifying to hear from Dr. Dan 
Swanton, the academic liaison for the University in its discussions 
with EDUCT on matters relating to the Fund, who has recently 
advised EDUCT that the Institute of Geography is planning to 
organize the Lecture in the academic year commencing September 
2022.  Dr. Swanton will be assembling a committee of colleagues to 
select a speaker who, this year, will be a public intellectual who will 
address a geographical theme.  This is in keeping with the tradition 
of having the guest lecturer alternate between a public intellectual 
from outwith the field of geography and a prominent geographer who 
speaks on a theme of interest to a wider audience.

All interested are reminded that the Fund remains open for further 
contributions.  Any assistance you can give to help us get to the next 
very important milestone of £120,000 would be much appreciated 
by all in Edinburgh.  For details on how to donate, and to receive the 
appropriate form for donors from your country, please contact me at 
simon-miles@sympatico.ca 

EDUCT Decennial Endowment Fund: A Significant Decline in 
Value   

by Simon Miles

The Fund has suffered a significant decline in value in the reporting 
period.  As of the end of March 2022, the total investment in the 
Fund stood at £224,746, which is down from £244,171 reported 
at the end of November 2021.  As noted in our report on the EGCF 
above, the University attributes the decline in unit price to weakness 

http://www.bilingualism-matters.org/
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=X7RFA7UY8FMSU
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=X7RFA7UY8FMSU
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=X7RFA7UY8FMSU
mailto:simon-miles@sympatico.ca
mailto:simon-miles@sympatico.ca
mailto:simon-miles@sympatico.ca
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in the economy, links to the rise 
in energy prices and the war in 
Ukraine. 

The Fund is currently supporting 
three students.  Olivia Maciver, 
who, with David Haines, 
oversees the administration of 
the Fund, has kindly provided a 
report on the progress of those 
three students.  This appears in 
the article following this one.

Olivia’s report was part of a 
larger Annual Progress Report 
that, in keeping with the General 
Agreement Addendum (GAA) 
between the University and 
EDUCT signed on 20 August 
2021, also provides EDUCT with 
the financial state of the Fund 
as of the end of each calendar 
year.  This year, EDUCT received 
the report on 30 March.  On 
the basis of that report, and 
some necessary adjustments 
to account for one unrecorded 
disbursement, Alan Pearson 
prepared a spreadsheet that 
demonstrated that, as of 
September 2022, the Fund 
should be able to sustain support 
for three students at the payout 
level of £1,500 per student 
p.a., for the duration of their 
studies.  In May, EDUCT’s Board 
concurred and proposed this to 
the University.  As of writing this, 
we have received the University’s 
informal confirmation of 
agreement and are awaiting final 
confirmation.  Since this is the 
number that had been agreed 
to as the initial working number 
when the GAA was signed last 
year, EDUCT expects agreement 
on this number of scholars.  
Assuming final confirmation of 
this agreement, the University 
will be identifying one new 
scholar to receive support from 
the Fund as of September to 
take the place of Karine Fleming, 
who is expected to graduate this 
summer.  Followers of the Fund 
will recall that the University 

matches the £1,500 provided by EDUCT.  Thus students enjoy 
support at the level of £3,000 per year for the duration of their 
undergraduate studies.

As ever, we remind all who are interested that the Fund remains 
open for further contributions. For details on how to donate, and to 
receive the appropriate form for donors from your country, please 
contact me at simon-miles@sympatico.ca

The EDUCT Decennial Scholars: An Update

by Olivia Maciver, Alumni and Development Office, University of 
Edinburgh

It is my pleasure to provide EDUCT with this update on the students 
who are receiving financial support from EDUCT’s Decennial Fund.

Karine Fleming, who is in the fourth and final year of her Social 
Work degree, is the last of the students to be supported with the 
EDUCT Access Bursary.  Since Karine has been the subject previous 
updates, here I shall focus on Zaki Khan and Lauren Ballingham, the 
first recipients of the EDUCT Decennial Scholarships.    

Zaki Khan has been the beneficiary of the EDUCT Decennial Fund 
Scholarship since his matriculation in 2019, when he commenced 
his Law degree programme.  Now nearing the end of his third year, 
Zaki is thinking about 
the future.  Despite 
the disruption of 
COVID-19 over 
the last two years, 
Zaki has managed 
to progress well 
in his studies, and 
is enjoying being 
back in face-to-
face lectures and 
seminars.  The two 
courses he has 
selected this year, 
Media Law and 
Labour Law, as well 
as being fairly broad 

Promoting Your Event

If you are organizing an event or participating in an activity 
that would be of interest to fellow alumni in the GTA, please 
get in touch with our Communications Officer:  
Paul Bradley pauljfrbradley@gmail.com  

You may also join us on LinkedIn or Facebook to submit your 
information directly to participating members through these 
networks.

Zaki, in red, demonstrates his skill on the 
football pitch
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in their remit, involve plenty of 
discussion amongst students.  
And, as the newly elected Vice 
President of the Edinburgh 
University Football Club, Zaki has 
appreciated the lifting of Covid-
related restrictions in Scotland 
and the return to social events, 
travel, and sporting events.

“It’s been great, because we 
weren’t able to hold trials at all 
last year, but now we’re back to 
training twice a week, and the 
members who have joined the 
club can actually get to know 
each other properly.  Our AGM 
will be held in person for the first 
time in two years as well.”

When the pandemic hit the UK 
in March of 2020, Zaki chose 
to remain in Edinburgh and 
pursued his studies remotely.  
Then in second year, Zaki 
found the transition to online 
learning tricky, particularly the 
adjustment to online open-
book exams, but is glad that 
he remained in his student 
accommodation, rather than 
moving back home to Glasgow.

Having the EDUCT scholarship 
was a huge help, and Zaki 
describes it as being “a weight 
off his mind” when it came to 
helping with accommodation bills 
and travel home to see family 
once restrictions were lifted.  
Unfortunately, Zaki’s mum, 
like many people, was made 
redundant during the pandemic, 
and he was determined not 
to put any additional financial 
pressure on his parents.

Despite being offered places at 
several foreign universities for 
his year abroad, the uncertainty 
with respect to travel, as well as 
unstable political situations (e.g., 
in Hong Kong), meant that Zaki 
chose to remain in Edinburgh, 
sharing a flat in Bruntsfield with 
several friends.  He’s not ruling 

out time abroad though, particularly if he is able to take up an 
opportunity in his country of choice – Canada.

Even before being awarded the EDUCT scholarship, Zaki had a 
connection to Canada - his father having worked in Vancouver for 
several years.  Canada having a similar legal system to the UK 
is clearly another attraction, and Zaki has already looked at the 
possibility of a postgraduate conversion course in order to be able to 
practise law in Canada.

For now though, with border restrictions within Europe being eased, 
Zaki expects to travel with Edinburgh University Football Club to 
Portugal in June, and visit friends studying abroad in Vienna and 
Barcelona over the summer.  Going into year four in September Zaki 
will be focused on his dissertation.  He has yet to decide on the topic 
but it will likely be related to Media Law.

Lauren Ballingham is the most recent recipient of the EDUCT 
Decennial Fund Scholarship.  She commenced her first year of her 
History (MA Hons) degree programme in September 2021.

Lauren joins us from Inveralmond 
Community High School, near 
Livingston, where she is from 
originally.  Here, she explains a 
little more about why she chose 
the University and History in 
particular.

“I chose the University of 
Edinburgh because it’s always 
where I wanted to go.  My sister 
went to Edinburgh University 
before me and it just made 
me want to go there more.  I 
researched so many different 
universities, and Edinburgh stood 
out the most to me because it 
is the largest and most diverse 
history department in the UK.  I 
never knew what I wanted to 
be when I grew up.  I struggled 
to decide for so long.  My backup was always teaching a subject I 
enjoyed the most at school.  Soon, fifth year came around and the 
grades I got in certain subjects determined my future at University.  
It was then I decided teaching was for me, and that history was my 
favourite subject.”

Lauren has passed all her first semester exams, despite some of her 
teaching time being affected by strike action at the university.  She 
is thoroughly enjoying her studies so far, particularly learning more 
about the history of Edinburgh.

Coming from a single parent family means that Lauren is worried 
about putting any additional financial pressure on her father.  
However, as Lauren says:  “The bursary has helped me so much in 

Lauren Ballingham
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acidification of ocean waters.  As societies begin to acknowledge the 
increasing problems associated with their oceans, so the science of 
oceanography attracts more money and attention.  

Oceanography is a relatively young field of study.  The founding of 
modern oceanography in the 1860s is generally attributed to two 
alumni of the University of Edinburgh - Sir Charles Wyville Thomson 
and Sir John Murray.  A third alumnus, Sit William Carpenter, should 
also be recognized for enabling the achievements of Thomson and 
Murray.  The problems of pollutants were relatively minor then; 
these scientists were driven primarily by curiosity and a desire to 
understand marine life and its environment.  Although this article 
focuses on the life and work of Thomson, mention is also made of 
Murray’s achievements and Carpenter’s role in assisting them in their 
endeavours. 

Charles Wyville Thomson was born in 1830 in Bonsyde House, in 
West Lothian.  His father was a surgeon employed by the East India 
Company.  Young Charles was sent to Merchiston Castle School 
on the outskirts of Edinburgh.  The school, founded in 1828, was 
young and experimental for its time.  In addition to the standard 
classical subjects, students were given ample opportunity to explore 
the sciences.  Thus, although Thomson entered the University 
of Edinburgh at the tender age of 15  to study medicine, he had 
already developed an interest in the natural sciences, and especially 
botany and zoology.  
He joined the 
Botanical Society 
of Edinburgh in 
1837 and shortly 
thereafter became 
Secretary to the 
Royal Physical 
Society of 
Edinburgh.  In 1850 
he is known to have 
been taking a class 
at the University 
given by the famous 
Scottish botanist 
John Hutton 
Balfour.  There is a 
lack of clarity as to 
whether Thomson 
did graduate with 
his M.D.  The 
records of the 
Royal Society of 
Edinburgh (RSE - 
Past Fellows) imply 
that he did.  Some 
other sources state 
that he did not.  
Our University is 
non-committal.  
However, what we 

many ways.  I can focus more 
on my studies and not have to 
stress about asking for more 
help from home.  It has allowed 
me to have a normal time at 
university instead of having to 
stress about the balance of work 
and my studies.”

Lauren would like to pass on a 
special message to the members 
of EDUCT whose donations have 
helped support her studies: 
“Thank you a million times over.  
It is such a selfless thing to do; I 
know how much this has helped 
me with my studies and in home 
life.”

Lauren and Zaki will be invited 
to our annual Scholarship 
Reception, which will be taking 
place in person for the first 
time since 2020, in the Playfair 
Library in Old College.  We look 
forward to reporting back on the 
event, and sharing more updates 
from the EDUCT scholars in due 
course.

by Simon Miles

Increasingly, the world’s oceans 
are in the news, and that news 
is rarely good.  Their vastness 
and the clockwork reliability of 
the tides has led humans to take 
our oceans for granted.  They 
are exploited as sources of food 
while, at the same time, and by 
the same people, they are used 
as global dustbins into which 
societies discard all manner of 
unwanted pollutants, such as 
oil pumped from ships’ bilges, 
a vast range of plastic objects, 
and untreated sewage, each of 
which has its own distinctive 
impact.  Indirectly, human 
behaviour is also causing the 
death of beautiful coral reefs and 
the greater absorption of carbon 
dioxide by oceans, which in turn 
is contributing to an increased Sir Charles Wyville Thomson 

FAMOUS ALUMNI
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do know is that his poor health, 
which he had lived with for much 
of his life, dictated that he give 
up the idea of being a medical 
practitioner. 

In 1850 Thomson became a 
lecturer in botany at King’s 
College in Aberdeen, now 
part of the University of 
Aberdeen.  In those days one 
did not necessarily stay in one 
teaching post very long and in 
the following year he moved 
to Marischal College, now 
another part of the University of 
Aberdeen, for another one-year 
assignment teaching botany.  
However, he must have been 
impressive for, in 1853, he was 
occupying the Chair of Natural 
History at Queen’s College, in 
Cork, and, in 1854, he had taken 
up the Chair of Mineralogy and 
Geology at Queen’s College, 
Belfast, a new institution, having 
opened its doors in 1849.  In 
1860, he moved, within the 
College, to assume the Chair of 
Natural History.  It was there 
that he began to establish a 
reputation as a marine biologist.  
According to the RSE he retained 
that post until 1870, albeit that 
in 1868 he also took up another 
post, as a professor of botany at 
the Royal College of Science, in 
Dublin.

Dr. William B. Carpenter had 
graduated in medicine from 
Edinburgh in 1839.  His thesis, 
on the nervous system of 
invertebrates, earned him a 
gold medal and became the 
basis for his first two books.  He 
rapidly established a reputation 
in the fields of both comparative 
neurology and marine zoology 
and in 1845, at the age of 31, 
he was elected as a Fellow of the 
Royal Society. 

Thomson and Carpenter were 
friends and colleagues.  In the 
summers of 1868 and 1869 they 

borrowed a couple of ships from the Royal Navy to study the ocean 
off the west coast of Scotland.  At that time little was known of life 
in the darkness of the deep oceans.  Thomson’s curiosity had been 
aroused by the findings of Michael Sars in his dredging of the deep 
sea off the west coast of Norway and his discoveries of life at great 
depth.  Although light penetrates to 200 metres depth, Thomson 
and Carpenter were exploring depths of up to 650 metres.  They 
discovered a ridge intersecting the line between Orkney and the 
Faeroes, that became known as the Wyville Thomson Ridge, they 
dredged up fauna that were very colourful despite their being in 
complete darkness, and they discovered invertebrate life forms, 
many of which had been believed to be extinct.  They also recorded 
deep-sea temperatures and concluded that the variations observed 
suggested the presence of currents and oceanic circulation.  On his 
return Thomson wrote up his findings in his book “The Depths of the 
Sea” (1873).  He was also elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 
1869.  

Thomson’s growing prominence led to his appointment as Regius 

Sir William Carpenter
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Professor of Natural History 
at the University of Edinburgh 
in 1870.  This was one of the 
foremost chairs in the field at 
the time. Somewhat surprisingly, 
however, he was not expected 
to be present all of the time.  
And, not surprisingly, with the 
relevance of their findings to 
the Royal Navy, and the growing 
interest in the laying of deep-
sea cables to enable telegraphy, 
Thomson and Carpenter 
were able, in the name of the 
Royal Society, to persuade 
the Admiralty to support a 
circumnavigation of  the globe 
to explore the world’s oceans.   
HMS Challenger, a warship, was 
converted for the purpose.  The 
formal name of the undertaking 
was the Challenger Expedition 
Commission. The expedition 
set sail from Portsmouth on 23 
December 1872.  Thomson was 
the chief scientist of a small 
team of six scientists supported 
by some 21 officers and around 
216 crew.  

Although Carpenter did not 
accompany his friend on the 
expedition, he deserves much 
credit for having obtained the 
government’s support for this 
expedition.  He was held in high 
esteem at the Royal Society 
and his connections with the 
government were valuable.  He 
received a knighthood for his 
own accomplishments in 1879.  
He died in 1880. 

Among the scientists on 
the expedition was a young 
Canadian, John Murray.  Murray, 
who was born in 1841, in 
Coburg, Ontario, had moved 
to Scotland at the age of 17 to 
finish high school in Stirling.  He 
then entered the University of 
Edinburgh to study medicine 
but did not graduate.  He left 
the University for a while but 
returned in 1868 to study 
geology and zoology.  In 1872 

he did graduate.  
He was brought to 
Thomson’s attention 
by the famous 
professor of Natural 
Philosophy, Charles 
Guthrie Tait.    

The voyage took 
HMS Challenger 
from England into 
the Atlantic, with a 
number of crossings 
from east to west 
and back, around 
the Cape of Good 
Hope, then through 
the southern Indian 
Ocean, crossing 
the Antarctic Circle 
before moving to 
Australia and New 
Zealand, and then 
taking more loops 
and side-trips to the 
western shores of 
the Pacific, many 
Pacific islands, most 
notably Hawaii, and 
onto Cape Horn, 
before arriving back 
in England on 24 May 1876.  The expedition had taken three and a 
half years.  Some 713 of the intervening 1,250 days had been spent 
at sea.  The expedition had covered some 68,890 nautical miles.  It 
had established 362 sample stations, taken 492 depth soundings, 
made 133 dredges of the ocean floor, and collected over 7,000 
specimens, including some 4,700 new species.  It had gathered data 
on ocean temperatures at varying depths, on seawater chemistry, on 
currents, marine life and the geology of the sea floor. 

Thomson received a warm welcome home.  The government was 
clearly impressed with his initial reports and he was honoured 
with a knighthood in 1876.  He returned to Edinburgh and began 
the arduous task of classifying and publishing the expedition’s 
findings, while at the same time fulfilling his responsibilities as Chair 
of Natural History at the University.  The government was very 
supportive and financed an office, in Edinburgh, of the Challenger 

Do you know of other Edinburgh alumni in Toronto? 
Please pass this newsletter on to anyone 

who might be interested

BOOKS
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issued covering specific findings of the expedition.  Like Thomson, 
Murray was recognized for his contributions to oceanography with 
many honours, including his election as a Fellow of the Royal Society 
in 1896 and his knighthood in 1898.  After completing the mammoth 
50-volume report Murray continued his survey work.  In 1910 he 
and a colleague, L. Pullar, published a landmark six-volume study 
“Bathymetrical Survey of the Freshwater Lochs of Scotland”.  In the 
same year he led a four-month voyage undertaking depth soundings 
in the North Atlantic on a ship, complete with crew, lent to him by 
the Government of Norway.  This led to the publication, with another 
colleague, J. Hjort, of “The Depths of the Ocean” in 1912.  Murray 
died in March 1914. at the age of 73, when his car overturned near 
his home in Trinity, then a suburb of Edinburgh. 

Jenna Shelley’s Bouncing Baby Boys

by Simon Miles

Our most recent update on Jenna Shelley (M.Sc. Finance and 
Investment, 2009-2010), in our September 2019 issue, brought the 
happy news of her marriage to Tom Crerar earlier that year.  Jenna 
and Tom were living in Vancouver at the time, but shortly thereafter 
Tom’s job led to a move to Montreal.  The big news now, however, 
is the arrival of the next generation.  Edward appeared in April 
2020.  He proved to be so charming that Jenna and Tom were led 
to believe that a second one just like that would be just the ticket!  
Wishful thinking?   Well, no; well, not yet!  Ralph arrived in March 
this year and has been receiving training from his elder brother on 

Expedition Commission, with 
Thomson as its Director and 
Murray as his Chief Assistant.  
However, the stress of the 
analysis and documentation 
of the findings affected 
Thompson’s health.  By 1880 he 
had managed to publish “The 
Voyage of the Challenger in the 
Atlantic”, in two volumes.  It 
was a preliminary account of 
his findings.  He then outlined 
the plans for a full report, to be 
published in 50 volumes.  As can 
be imagined, negotiating with 
the publishers over the details 
of the scientific descriptions and 
the illustrations that he saw as 
integral to the success of the 
final report took its toll.  He had 
already given up on his duties 
as Chair at the University in 
1879 and in 1881 he resigned 
from the task of publishing the 
50 volumes.  In March of 1882 
he died at his home, Bonsyde 
House, where he had been born.  
He had married Jane Ramage 
Dawson, a Scot, in 1853 and in 
1860 they had one son, Frank 
Wyville Thomson, who had just 
graduated in medicine from 
Edinburgh in 1881.  Frank went 
on to become a military surgeon 
in India and an expert in tropical 
medicine.  He was also an 
amateur naturalist of prominence 
and elected a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh in 1910.  

John Murray took over the role 
as Director of the Challenger 
Office and over the next 14 
years produced, in his capacity 
as editor, but also as a major 
author, the “Report on the 
Scientific Results of the Voyage 
of HMS Challenger”, which ran 
to 29,500 pages, in 50 volumes.  
The report and the specimens 
collected on the expedition are 
housed at the Natural History 
Museum in London.  Prior to the 
report’s publication in 1895 many 
additional publications were 

HMS Challenger docked in Bermuda, 1865. Courtesy Britannica
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How to Keep Mama and Dad 
Onside.  Jenna reports that just 
one month into his course Ralph 
seems to be mastering the art 
very well.  Yes, she does wonder 
what may be offered by Edward 
in his more advanced course on 
Fooling Mama and Dad.  For now 
though, Jenna and Tom are just 
enjoying being taken in. 

As the photo shows, Edward 
seems delighted at the progress 
of his new student as Ralph 
practises lying horizontally, 
keeping his eyes closed and 
making out he is fast asleep! Ha! 
Little do they know how I can 
yell at the drop of a hat!

Joyce Ferguson

by Simon Miles

EDUCT was very sad to learn that Joyce Ferguson died on 6 April 
2022 in Sackville, New Brunswick.  Joyce had a special place in the 
hearts of those of us who got to know her.  As a resident of faraway 
New Brunswick, we did not get to see her here, in Toronto, often.  
But one of her three sons, Andrew, lives in Toronto and she would 
find an excuse to pop up to Toronto from time to time and try to fit it 
in with an EDUCT event.  When she joined EDUCT, in early 2009, the 
Board was so touched that someone from that distance wanted to 
join us that we appointed her EDUCT’s Ambassador to the Far East.  
She loved the idea.

Katherine Joyce Kirk was born in Glasgow on 23 April 1936.  She 
grew up in Dumfries, and as a teenager attended Lowther College 
in North Wales.  She received her MA degree in English and History 
from the University of Edinburgh in 1958. It was at the University 
that she met fellow student Laing Ferguson.  Laing received both 
a B.Sc. (Hons.) in Geology in 1957, and a Ph.D. in Palaeoecology 
in 1960.  As with many couples, the Ph.D. was a joint affair.  Joyce 

Are you a fan of Scottish 
writing?

Do you enjoy reading novels 
and non-fiction by Scottish 
authors? How about books 
about Scotland or Scots? 

If so, EDUCT would welcome 
your views and opinions for 
publication in EDUCT News. 
Please contact the EDUCT 
News Editor, Simon Miles at 
simon-miles@sympatico.ca.

Edward delights over the progress of his newly-
arrived brother Ralph in keeping in the good books of 
Mama and Dad

OBITUARIES
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had been studying to be a 
journalist initially and thus had 
excellent typing skills.  Typing 
that two-volume doctoral 
thesis was truly a labour of 
love!   Not surprisingly, she 
also had another love while 
at Edinburgh - golf.  She was 
awarded her half-blue (called a 
purple) for having captained the 
Edinburgh University Women’s 
Golf team that won the Scottish 
Universities’ Championship in 
1957.

Once Laing had graduated they 
were off to Dumfries to get 
married right away.  And one 
month later they made the big 
move to Edmonton, Alberta, 
where Laing held a Postdoctoral 
Fellowship at the University of 
Alberta.  Laing’s work took him 
as far north as Ellesmere Island 
(where he survived a helicopter 
crash), while Joyce produced 
the first of three bouncing 
boys.  In  1962 Laing joined 
the Department of Geology 
at Mount Allison University 
in Sackville, where he taught 
Palaeontology and Stratigraphy.  
From 1973 to 1992 he headed 
the Department, and in 1999 
he became Professor Emeritus.  
Joyce managed to graduate 
from marking English papers 
at $1.00 a paper to a career 
that encompassed Executive 
Secretary of the Canadian 
Federation of University Women, 
Administrator with the Maritime 
Conference of the United Church, 
Research Administration at 
Mount Allison, and finally as 
Administrative Assistant to the 
President of Mount Allison.

Sadly, Laing died on Christmas 
Day 2013.  EDUCT published an 
obituary of him in our January 
2014 issue of EDUCT News.  
His loss hit Joyce hard.  But as 
someone who had always been 
very active as a volunteer, as 
had Laing, she had plenty to 

keep her busy.  
Indeed, her record 
as a volunteer is 
quite remarkable.  
Her official obituary 
lists the following 
as being among 
the many roles 
she played over 
many years: Mount 
Allison Women’s 
Association (Past 
President); Board 
of Trustees, 
Sackville Memorial 
Hospital - member 
of Executive 
Committee (1975-
82); Sackville Swim 
Club - President 
1979-81; Board of 
School Trustees, 
District 14, N.B. 
- Vice Chair, 1981-
83, Chair, 1983-89; Minister’s Advisory Committee on Women’s 
Issues in Education, Government of New Brunswick - Vice-Chair, 
1989-90, Chair 1990-93; Friends of the Owens Art Gallery - Chair 
1996 - 2008; Sackville Art Association - President, 1997; Tantramar 
Health Forum, South-East Health Care Corporation - Chair 1997 
- 2000; and past Member of the Sackville Rotary Club. Joyce was 
honoured for all of her contributions to the Sackville community 
when she was awarded a “Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal” at a 
ceremony in 2013.

Laing and Joyce were both members of the University of Edinburgh’s 
Carlyle Circle.  While this was enough for EDUCT to recognize their 
contribution to the University, we were doubly touched when Joyce 
insisted on joining us as a regular member.  She said it was the 
whisky tastings that had initially caught her eye.  Laing, it seems, 
had a splendid collection of malts reaching back over geological time! 

Our thoughts go out to Joyce’s three sons, Neil, Andrew and Kirk, 
and their families at this difficult time.  Joyce will be missed by us in 
Toronto.

  

Joyce Ferguson
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Sorley MacLean/Somhairle 
Mac Gill-eain: Scotland’s 
Greatest Bilingual Writer of 
the Twentieth Century

by Donald Gillies

Sorley MacLean was once 
hardly known to most Scots, 
whether at home or in the 
diaspora.  Sixty years ago, 
when I was an undergraduate 
at Edinburgh, his university and 
ours, I never heard his name, 
even though he was already 
one of the great writers of the 
day.  Because he wrote largely 
in Gaelic, much of his work 
at that time was inaccessible 
except to a small cadre of Gaelic 
(and Celtic) specialists: poets, 
writers, critics, scholars and 
students.  Not until 1973, with 
the first major publication of his 
writings in English translation, 
did he begin to be recognized 
as Scotland’s greatest bilingual 
writer of the twentieth century.  
He continues to be appreciated 
not only in translation but 
also, in academic circles, in 
the original texts, despite – as 
MacLean himself lamented – 
“the steady unbearable decline” 
of the language.  Still, Celtic 
studies have been established 
at Edinburgh since 1882 and 
may today be undertaken in 
departments at many other 
universities in fourteen different 
countries.  We may be certain 
that MacLean is well known in all 
of them.  Although not always 
capturing his poetic expressions 
in translation, reading him now 
in English reveals the enduring 
relevance of his world view, 
and it would be fitting for us 
as EDUCT members to learn, 
or learn more, about this 
remarkable Scot who himself 
had a long association with our 
University.

MacLean (1911-96) was born in 
Oscaig on Raasay, a very small 

island off the east coast of the larger island of Skye in the Highlands 
of Scotland, the Gaidhealtachd. His was a family of storytellers 
for generations, steeped in Gaelic history and lore, within a tight 
community immersed in Gaelic language, song and culture.  It is in 
this rich heritage that much of his writing finds its roots and its focus.

MacLean left his beloved Highlands at seventeen to study at 
Edinburgh, where he earned first-class honours in English in 1933.  
Although he took courses in the Celtic department, he had decided 
to concentrate on English because he would need to earn a living in 
his chosen career of teaching; to this end he also attended Moray 
House Teachers’ Training College.  For many years MacLean taught 
at Boroughmuir High School in Edinburgh, at a time when the city 
was at the core of Scottish literary life.  Among his contemporaries, 
besides poet Hugh MacDiarmid, who became a lifelong friend and 
correspondent, were Norman MacCaig, Iain Crichton Smith, George 
Murray Brown, Robert Garrioch and Edwin Morgan.  Together these 
luminaries participated in what came to be called a Scottish cultural 
renaissance.  By the end of the 1930s MacLean was an established 
figure in that world, writing in both languages.  He also continued to 
teach English, but Gaelic as well in Highland schools, retiring at sixty-
two after seventeen years as headmaster of Plockton High School, 
near Kyle of Lochalsh and not far from the island of his birth.

MacLean began his writing career as an undergraduate, publishing 
his first article, in English, at the age of twenty-two.  Of this article 
he wrote in 1982, “Already in 1933 I had read a paper to the Cèilidh 
nan Gàidheal [Gaelic Meeting] in Glasgow on the traditions in song 
and story on the drowning of Iain Garbh Mac Gille Chaluim of Raasay.  
That paper was prompted, as a great deal of my writing in Gaelic 

Sorley MacLean in 1980 
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and English prose was, by my 
fascination with the vast body 
of ‘folk’ and ‘sub-literary’ song 
poetry composed in Gaelic during 
the sixteenth, seventeenth 
and most of the eighteenth 
centuries.”  In this esoteric topic 
we have an early indicator of the 
path he would follow for more 
than sixty years: “I brood over 
something until a rhythm comes, 
as a more or less tightrope to 
cross the abyss of silence.”  He 
was our University’s creative 
writer-in-residence in 1973-5 
during which he contributed an 
article to the Student newspaper, 
in both languages, on one of 
his abiding concerns: A bheil 
dòchas ann airson na Gàidhlig? 
Is there a hope for Gaelic?  In 
1980 he received the University’s 
honorary Doctorate of Letters, 
and in 1990 was appointed the 
first Alumnus of the Year.

Not only a dedicated teacher 
and writer, MacLean was also a 
committed political activist.  At 
home his family would constantly 
talk politics. Invariably referred 
to as a poet of passion, he 
deserves as well to be considered 
a poet of conscience.  As a 
social critic he was a constant 
advocate for all his many causes 
– at various times in his life he 
was a Scottish Nationalist, or 
a Marxist, or a polemicist – in 
response to the issues of the day 
as he saw them.  He became a 
socialist at the age of twelve, for 
instance, five years after the end 
of the First World War.  As he 
explained,  “I took to the gospel 
of Socialism, and I believe that 
in my later teens a dichotomy 
took me psychologically: my 
‘pure’ aesthetic idols of old Gaelic 
songs, and my humano-aesthetic 
idols of Blake and Shelley … The 
great socialists for some time 
appeared to my inmost mind as 
splendid titanic humanitarians 
fighting a battle certainly lost.  

God was on the other side.  At this stage the titanic humanitarian 
was everything even if he were certain to be wrong.  By far the 
greatest intellectual stirring in my teens was my first reading of 
Shelley’s Prometheus and for years Shelley was almost everything 
to me.”  One critic, writing when MacLean was sixty-six – no longer 
a teenager – observed that “MacLean’s Marxism was essentially 
of the romantic sort, clutched at as a coherent philosophy which 
diagnosed the main faults of the Scotland and Europe of his day and 
could advocate decisive ways of improving the situation … Marxism, 
tempered by Scottish Nationalism, provided MacLean above all with a 
club with which to beat the bourgeois landlords and uncaring clerics 
who had contributed to the decline of his native society.”

As a young man a central issue in MacLean’s life was the Spanish 
Civil War.  His friend and translator Iain Crichton Smith wrote that 
“to MacLean at this time the Spanish government, and also the 
British Empire, were monstrosities.  He had a hatred of despotism.  
He wanted to join the International Brigade in Spain but family 
reasons prevented his going.”  He saw fascism not only in Spain and 
in Nazism, but also in the Highland Clearances of the nineteenth 
century with absentee landlords as despots.  (One of them, Rainey of 
Raasay, found yet another way to get rid of young people in favour of 
the more lucrative sheep: he forbade them as his tenants to marry.)  
A few years later MacLean, serving in the Second World War, was 
wounded three times, most severely at the Battle of El Alamein in 
North Africa, and was invalided home.

A powerful example of MacLean’s post-war political perspective has 
to do with submarines.  The British Underwater Test and Evaluation 
Centre (BUTEC), opened during the 1970s, is an underwater military 
test and evaluation range in the Inner Sound between Raasay and 

The village of Oscaig, on Raasay, the birthplace of Sorley MacLean, 
with Skye across the water.  In the shadow of the highest mountain 
shown here is the village of Broadford, where Donald Gillies was born

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inner_Sound,_Scotland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raasay
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the Applecross peninsula on the 
mainland, on the north-west 
coast of Scotland.  Its principal 
function to this day is as a 
weapons sonar testing area for 
Royal Navy surface ships and 
submarines.  Fishing, commercial 
shipping, and recreational sailing 
and boating are prohibited.  
The risks and danger of these 
operations received international 
attention in 2010 when a 
nuclear submarine ran aground 
nearby off the coast of Skye.  In 
1984, in one of his last great 
poems, Screapadal, which is the 
name of a cleared township in 
Raasay, MacLean’s vehement 
anti-militarism attacks these 
submarines (here in translation): 
“… today in the sea-sound a 
submarine lifts its turret, its 
sleek black back threatening 
… the death that killed the 
thousands of Nagasaki, the 
death of the great heat and the 
smoke.”  I was in Raasay in 2006 
and saw a surfaced submarine 
offshore, just where MacLean 
must have seen them.  It was 
a menacing sight.  In another 
example, one of MacLean’s fellow 
writers tells us of his fury at 
the sight and sound of Royal Air 
Force jet fighters carrying out 
mock low-level attacks on ships 
and boats in the nearby Sound 
of Sleat, and buzzing the local 
ferry as the target.  This practice 
continues and was a regular 
occurrence in the many summers 
I did research at the Gaelic 
college Sabhal Mòr Ostaig, on 
the Sound.  I always found it an 
unnerving experience. 

Sorley MacLean’s writing 
was also reaching out of the 
Highlands and out of Scotland.  
He toured in many countries, 
including Canada, where in 1978 
he participated in a week-long 
symposium at St. Michael’s 
College: Canada and the Celtic 
Consciousness.  By that time 

in his life he was attracting rapt audiences – he was a star.  In 
Ireland he had become a cult figure: the Irish Times reported that 
the conference was “the most ambitious gathering of Celtic scholars 
and personalities ever held.”  Of Maclean’s international impact one 
commentator wrote, “He resituated Gaelic poetics within a wider, 
European and modernistic context, without sacrificing its indigenous 
traditions and methods.”

To celebrate MacLean’s seventieth birthday, the National Library 
of Scotland in 1981 mounted an exhibition which offered a broad 
perspective on his work.  For this event Professor William Gillies, 
of the Department of Celtic and Scottish Studies at our University 
and a long-time champion of MacLean’s, wrote that “the poetry that 
has won international acclaim is many-sided.  Literary critics and 
commentators have recognized the importance to MacLean of the 
seventeenth-century metaphysical poets.  John Donne is considered 
significant in this regard, and possibly Cleveland, Davenant, Jonson, 
George Herbert, Ralegh and Vaughan.  Yeats and the Celtic revival  
were clearly influential … as was his familiarity with earlier Celtic 
literature, gained during his university days … The Scottish Gaelic 
poets, largely forgotten by today’s generation, and the famous songs 
of the Gaelic popular tradition meant a great deal to him.  Several 
cultural realms … have been brought into resounding harmony, by a 
combination of art, heart, and unbending seriousness of purpose … 
From the Gaelic point of view, his was a work of supreme delicacy.  
MacLean displaced the conservative eighteenth-century models of 
metre and rhetoric and content with a medium that was at the same 

Skye, Raasay and Wester Ross: country that inspired some 
of Sorley Maclean’s finest poems

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Applecross
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time resonantly Gaelic and challengingly new, with the integrity and 
elasticity to sustain the poetic and intellectual demands ... he made 
of it … He has inspired in large measure the considerable flowering 
of creative writing in Gaelic since the Second [World] War.  A great 
artistic legacy, continued, perhaps, by a new Gaelic literary journal – 
Gath – meaning beam of light or spear or sting.”    Since the journal 
features a wasp on its cover, we cannot miss the point of the title.

Arising out of this exhibition came Sorley MacLean: Critical Essays 
(1986) edited by Raymond J. Ross and Joy Hendry, who described 
themselves as “two of Scotland’s younger generation of writers for 
whom the poetry of Sorley MacLean had the force of a revelation” 
and who “wanted to produce a more permanent and tangible tribute 
to Scotland’s greatest living poet.  It seemed incredible that no such 
book already existed, despite the widespread recognition MacLean 
nowadays receives.”  It is “intended as both a tribute and as a critical 
estimate, of interest both to the professional scholar and the general 
reader.”  The essays achieved their purpose brilliantly.

In 2011 the conference Ainmeil thar Cheudan: Renowned across 
the Century was held to celebrate the centenary of MacLean’s birth.  
It took place at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig, deemed a seemly venue since 
MacLean was one of the five original trustees and its first filidh (poet, 
minstrel) as writer-in-residence.  He was a frequent participant in 
various events at the college, where his contributions continue to be 
commemorated by a huge oil portrait hanging in a place of honour.  
His work at and for the college is an example of his life-long activism 
for Gaelic in many contexts.  The proceedings of the conference 
were published in 2016 as Ainmeil thar Chuedan: Presentations to 
the 2011 Sorley MacLean Conference, edited by Ronald W. Renton 
and Ian MacDonald.  It comprises fourteen transcribed presentations 
– two in Gaelic – and five recorded presentations on a DVD, all in 
English.  This outstanding compendium provides excellent access to 
MacLean’s work and is worthwhile as both a broad scholarly sweep 
and a unique entry point for anyone wishing to grasp the essence 
of the MacLean corpus.  Another useful book is Ris A’ Bhrutaich 
[From the Brae]: The Criticism and Prose Writings of Sorley MacLean 
(1985), edited by William Gillies, containing twenty articles in English 
and Gaelic written between 1934 and 1982.  As a commentator has 
observed, “The writings in this book form the closest to a critical 
autobiography that we may ever see.”  For his poetry, I recommend 
Spring Tide and Neap Tide: Selected Poems 1932-72/Reothairt is 
Contraigh: Taghadh De Dhàin 1932-72 (1985), which are 71 poems 
in Gaelic, and  O’ Choille gu Bearradh/From Wood to Ridge (1999), 
being 98 poems in Gaelic.  Both collections are presented in parallel 
text with MacLean’s own English translations.

MacLean’s style is uniquely distinctive.  To the Irish poet and Nobel 
Laureate Seamus Heaney, a friend and translator into English, 
“MacLean’s voice had a certain bardic weirdness that sounded both 
stricken and enraptured … He was mesmeric with a sense of bardic 
dignity that was entirely without self-parade but was instead the 
effect of a proud abnegation, as much a submission as a claim 
to heritage … He was a wonderful reader of his work – sonorous, 
rhythmical, strong-voiced.”  From another source, in 2012, we 
learn that “when people talk about Gaelic poetry in the twentieth 

A SPECIAL OFFER TO EDUCT 
MEMBERS

Would you like to own a copy of 
the latest book on the University 
of Edinburgh?

Jean Grier and Mary Bownes, 
Private Giving, Public Good: 
The Impact of Philanthropy at 
the University of Edinburgh, 
(Edinburgh: University of 
Edinburgh Press, 2014), 224 pp., 
£30.

EDUCT would like to make it 
possible for every member to 
own a copy of this magnificent 
book on our University.  We have 
arranged for a slight discount 
to be offered to members.  Just 
how much we can offer off the 
market price of £30 depends on 
our shipping costs.  If you would 
like to purchase a copy, or if you 
are planning to visit Edinburgh 
soon and can help with the 
transport of a few copies at no 
charge, please contact Simon 
Miles at 416-466-8793 or  
simon-miles@sympatico.ca. 

For a review of the book, see 
EDUCT News, September 2014, 
p.19.
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century, particularly when the 
discussion is being held in 
English, they’re talking about 
Sorley MacLean.  More than 
any of his contemporaries, 
MacLean brought Gaelic poetry 
back into contact with currents 
of European art, politics and 
philosophy from which it 
had been excluded since the 
seventeenth century … More 
than half a century on, Sorley 
MacLean is considered to be 
the greatest Gaelic poet of the 
twentieth century and occupies a 
space in the wide Scottish canon 
unequalled by any other Gaelic 
writer.” 

For readers interested in 
acquainting themselves 
further with MacLean’s work, 
sources abound.  For historical, 
contemporary and current 
information, the best one may 
be Sorley MacLean Online, 
www.sorleymaclean.org/
english.  The creation of the 
Sorley MacLean Trust, it aims to 
provide a comprehensive range 
of materials for the study of 
his work and to introduce it to 
new audiences worldwide.  The 
National Library of Scotland holds 
various collections in all media; 
particularly rewarding is the 
range of audio-visual recordings 
of MacLean in many settings.  
The Scottish Poetry Library also 
acknowledges MacLean’s unique 
contribution, describing itself as 
“a unique national resource and 
advocate for the art of poetry, 
and Scottish poetry in particular.  
We are passionately committed 
to bringing the pleasures and 
benefits of poetry to as wide 
an audience as possible.”  Visit 
the library in the Canongate 
next time you are in Edinburgh.  
The School of Scottish Studies 
at our University is a world-
famous research centre, and 
as might be expected, it also 
contains an extensive range of 

online material relating to Sorley MacLean.  Last mentioned here 
but important is Tobar an Dualchais/Kist o Riches [Well-spring of 
Tradition/Chest of Riches], a project at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig.  It is 
dedicated to the presentation and promotion of audio recordings of 
Scotland’s cultural heritage, Sorley MacLean included, in Scottish 
Gaelic, Scots and English, gathered by the School of Scottish 
Studies, by BBC Scotland, and by the John Lorne Campbell Gaelic 
folkloric Canna Collection of the National Trust for Scotland.  The 
project exists to make these recordings widely accessible and to 
create a broader and deeper understanding of its content, inspiring 
new research and creative work, educational opportunities and 
community engagement.  Much of the material, all of it accessible 
online, consists of recordings of folklore, songs and music, local 
history and other data gathered from the 1930s onwards.

His work brought Sorley MacLean many awards and honours: First 
Freeman of Skye and Lochalsh (which includes Plockton and Raasay); 
seven honorary degrees; the Honorary Head of the storied Gaelic 
Society of Inverness; Honorary President of the Saltire Society; 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature; 1990 Queen’s Gold Medal 
for Poetry (Some other recipients of the medal have been W.H. 
Auden, Siegfried Sassoon, John Betjeman, Stevie Smith and Stephen 
Spender); the Saltire Society Scottish 1990 Book of the Year for O’ 
Choille gu Bearradh [From Wood to Ridge]; the 1990 McVitie’s Prize 
for Scottish Writer of the Year; Fellow of the Educational Institute of 
Scotland; Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh; Honorary Fellow 
of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland; Honorary Royal 
Scottish Academician; nominee for the Nobel Prize in Literature in 
1992.  He is commemorated by a stone in Makars’ Court outside the 
Writers’ Museum in the Lawnmarket on Edinburgh’s Royal Mile.

Treasurer’s Report

Our Treasurer reports that EDUCT’s accounts, as of 31 May 2022, 
show a balance of $11,439.22.

Submarine off Raasay
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Sarah Tulley, President, (exchange 
student 2005-06), 416.476.9575 
sarahetulley@gmail.com

Fiona Tompkinson, Treasurer and 
Membership Secretary, 
(M.Sc. 2001), 416-728-4254
fibruce@gmail.com

Simon Miles, Past President and 
Editor of EDUCT News, (M.A. Hons 
1962), 416.466.8793  
simon-miles@sympatico.ca

Paul Bradley, Past President and 
Communications,    
(B.Sc. Hons 1982), 416.464.9771 
pauljfrbradley@gmail.com 

Graham Ferguson, Immediate 
Past President, (B.Sc. Hons 1975), 
416.605.7074 
graham@ppdeng.com 

Chris Valley Ban, Past President, 
(M.Sc. 1990), 416.489.2011  
chrisban@bell.net

Alan Pearson, Past President, 
(LL.B. Hons 1971), 416.237.9874 
apearson@bell.net

Friends of EDUCT

Friends of EDUCT are recognized 
by virtue of the generosity they 
demonstrated when, as non- 
members, they donated to the 
University of Edinburgh through an 
EDUCT-initiated special fund. 

Carlyle Circle Members  
in Canada

EDUCT wishes to acknowledge the 
generosity of alumni and friends 
of the University of Edinburgh who 
have decided to leave a bequest to 
the University in their wills. They 
are recognized by the University as 
Carlyle Circle members. We extend 
our gratitude to each of them. If 
you are a member of the Carlyle 
Circle or know of such members, 
you are encouraged to contact us.

Honorary Members of EDUCT

Recipients of Honorary Degrees 
from the University of Edinburgh 
who reside in Canada are invited 
to become Honorary Members of 
EDUCT. 

MEMBERSHIP DUES

Annual membership fees are due in 
January of each year.

If you have not yet renewed
for this year, please send
your cheque, for $35, payable
to EDUCT, and marked 
“membership”, to our Treasurer, 
Fiona Tompkinson, at: 
22 Roslin Avenue,  
Toronto, M4N 1Y9. Or pay by 
INTERAC e-transfer, via  
educt.treasurer@gmail.com 

Your promptness in this regard 
greatly lightens the load on our 
volunteer Board and is thus 
much appreciated. Thank you, in 
advance, for your payment. 

Are You On Our List?

We know of over 240 alumni in the 
Toronto area. As of 31 May 2022, we 
have 149 members, most of whom 
are in the Toronto area. If you would 
be interested in joining EDUCT, 
please do not hesitate to contact 
the EDUCT President or the Club 
Treasurer.

EDUCT News is published three 
times a year in January, May and 
September. Please send submissions 
or ideas for articles to the Editor: 
simon-miles@sympatico.ca

Our thanks go out to: 
Alex Sayers Web Solutions for graphic 
design and layout.

Follow us!

Did you know that EDUCT is on Facebook and Twitter? Stay up 
to date with EDUCT events and news at: 

www.facebook.com/EDUCToronto 

@EDUCT1
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